
Almost the same as the post above but now with active links & some new suggestions at the end of 

the 

article: http://www.tekassociates.biz/My%20speculation%20about%20recent%20Boeing%20737%20

MAX%208%20failure.pdf     

Results now arriving: https://www.seattletimes.com/business/boeing-aerospace/failed-certification-

faa-missed-safety-issues-in-the-737-max-system-implicated-in-the-lion-air-crash/  

Doomed jets lacked two safety features Boeing sold only as extras - 

NYT: https://seekingalpha.com/news/3444817-doomed-jets-lacked-two-safety-features-boeing-

sold-extras-nyt   

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/24/business/boeing-737-pilots-simulators.html  

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/566ef8b4d8af107232d5358a/t/5c99488beb39314c45e782da/1

553549492554/Above+Us+Only+Stars.pdf  

https://www.c4reports.org/aboveusonlystars  

Russia accused of massive GPS spoofing campaign: 

https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2019/04/01/russia-accused-of-massive-gps-spoofing-campaign/  

The Russians are screwing with the GPS system to send bogus navigation data to thousands of ships: 

https://www.businessinsider.com/gnss-hacking-spoofing-jamming-russians-screwing-with-gps-

2019-4   

GPS Problems for Thousands in Warsaw/Iran Receivers Think it's 2099: 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gps-problems-thousand-warsaw-iran-receivers-think-its-dana-a-

goward/ Regulators have ‘tentatively approved’ a software fix for Boeing’s 737 Max airplane: 

https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/24/18279554/boeing-737-max-plane-crash-faa-mcas-automated-

system-tentative-approval-for-software-update  FAA Asks Foreign Regulators for Views on 737 Max 

Certification: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-03/faa-asks-foreign-regulators-for-

views-on-737-max-certification Some FAA Inspectors Found to Lack Proper Training, Probe Reveals: 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-03/some-faa-inspectors-found-to-lack-proper-

training-probe-reveals Boeing CEO Says Nothing Went Wrong With Design Of 737 MAX Flight 

Controls: https://www.forbes.com/sites/jeremybogaisky/2019/04/29/boeing-ceo-says-nothing-went-

wrong-with-design-of-737-maxflight-controls/#60bba4241b79 Boeing’s 737 MAX Is Too Big to Fail 

Production cuts at Boeing will likely hit GDP growth this quarter, showcasing its economic heft even 

as complaints mount: https://www.wsj.com/articles/boeings-737-max-is-too-big-to-fail-

11556537499 

FAA Finds Some Boeing 737 Aircraft May Have Defective Parts: 

https://www.finanznachrichten.de/nachrichten-2019-06/46856237-faa-finds-some-boeing-737-

aircraft-may-have-defective-parts-020.htm GPS Jammers Causing Security and Time Problems 

Worldwide - HomelandSecurity.com: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gps-jammers-causing-security-

time-problems-worldwide-dana-a-goward/ https://inhomelandsecurity.com/gps-jammers-problems-

worldwide/ SARA scores at football match: The SARA Project just conducted a test in Italy at a recent 

football match. The GSA funded search and rescue solution uses hashtag#Galileo for surveillance 

operations, but the economic viability of the solution in other fields such as sports is being assessed. 

https://www.gsa.europa.eu/newsroom/news/sara-scores-football-match GPS Jamming Central 

London This Week - 11 Mile Radius: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gps-jamming-central-london-
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week-11-mile-radius-dana-a-goward/ Law Allows U.S. DHS to Jam, Spoof Drones: 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/law-allows-us-dhs-jam-spoof-drones-dana-a-goward/ 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/BILLS-115hr302enr/pdf/BILLS-115hr302enr.pdf 

In 2002, it was warned/speculated that Ultra-wideband wireless is a killer tech. Could it kill a 737?: 

https://www.popsci.com/military-aviation-space/article/2002-10/radio-uh-oh/  Daily GPS Jamming in 

Zagreb, Croatia: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/daily-gps-jamming-zagreb-croatia-dana-a-goward/ 

https://navcen.uscg.gov/?Do=GPSReportStatus  
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